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DMJ Agency Model

Beckley-Jones
“A Diamond in the Rough”

Boy Wonders Records is an independent record label founded by music mogul and singer Eric Nolan Grant.
The insatiable Eric Nolan Grant is well noted for his stellar performances. He is recognizably one third of the
O’Jays legendary singing group. Since his recent debut of independent works; simultaneous to his continuing
tenure with the touring band—Eric Nolan has released several singles as an introduction to his forthcoming
album. Some of which includes “Reminds Me,” “Cologne,” “Mood Swing’ and the most recent compilation
“On My Way.”
Easy listening, sensual and smooth are much like the contemporary sounds which describes Eric’s compositions and creative works. Listeners rave about the fact that his music is mesmerizing. An experience with
Eric Nolan Grant on your radio dial or live in concert is one that sets the tone for some of the most memorable moments in music today. In a lane of his own, Eric Nolan’s uniqueness establishes a level of trending, yet
timeless pieces. The music mogul has been fortunate to develop independent music projects while exhibiting even more of his sultry sounds as to share with loyal fans and listeners worldwide. Indebted to keeping
music alive and passionate about it’s culture; Eric is only interested in creating soulful evolutions of music at
it’s finest. Available on iTunes, Amazon, Heart & Soul, SirusXM Satelite Radio and 107.3 The Wave. Also,
check out the latest #OMW line dance on YouTube.
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Beckley-Jones
“She ’s classy, sheik and undeniably flawless,”
The very elegant Diamond Beckley-Jones is to the DMJ Agency… like
“a diamond in the rough” in the words of DMJ Agency founder Derrick M.
With her charismatic personality, kindred spirit and willingness to learn—
aspiring model Diamond is in a lane of her own. Hailing from New Jersey,
this young beauty debuted for the very first time as a model on the Ba’Raka
Worldwide runway at the Stratosphere Studio in Brooklyn, New York during
the winter Fashion Week.
Smitten and confident, she exhibited a winning runway personality while
gloating in the ExCo by CoCo couture charcoal and black mixed fur cape,
followed up by other cultivating designers such as Jott Wear and Terris
ZaKar. Playfully flaunting a variety of pieces, whether casual, couture or
avant-garde...she owned every minute of it.
Diamond’s debut in Brooklyn was one to watch and remember for a lifetime.
She added a degree of flare to the atmosphere while giving off vibes to be
exhibited by models and fashion visionaries hoping to acclaim accolades
attributing to career strengths which eludes in making great impressions.
Diamond is more than just a beauty. She actually has it all...talent, beauty,
vigor, electrifying energy and as well—intellect. A jewelry designer and fashion columnist, she is inevitably paving the way for a rewarding career in the
modeling and fashion industry. Off to a great start, venturing as an intern led
to her opportunity to write for the publication and now...adding modeling to
her laundry list of winning abilities. Diamond is well on her way to reaching
her goals and accomplishing success!
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Services
*AIRBRUSH MAKE-UP
*HD MAKE-UP
*LASH EXTENSIONS
*BROW TREATMENTS
*FACIALS
*SPECIAL EFFECTS
*UPDOS AND STYLING
*HAIR EXTENSIONS
*MICRODERMABRASION
*HIGH FREQUENCY

Owner and Master Stylist, Megan Kelly of Hair glam Squad Experience obtained her Bachelor’s degree focused
on Natural Science and public health. Known by most as Meme...the owner of one of the most amazing teams of
beauty pros around. Continually, providing opportunity for skill advancement, fashion shows, event involvement,
community service and professional development geared towards beauty students. Backed by a family of beauLexie
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hair products in the trash and keep coming back!

Exxpose Magazine asks the questions, what is your take on media today? Meme’s response was simple but
true—”it’s a level of money making. People love juicy gossip.” Now fashion on the other hand, “it’s becoming
quite unique. Fashion is evolving. However, some pieces are weird. But often times, weird is fashion—a statement of individuality.” Meme mentions having traveled to many
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
places throughout
her beauty career, for example—Mississippi, Georgia, and New York. In the future she has
aspirations of traveling to Texas, California and Tennessee. To learn more about Hair Glam Squad, be sure to
follow Meme on IG @redhead_hairstylist.
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CoCo Wade

Recently embracing growth and expansions
while transitioning the publication to it’s new
entertainment and lifestyle platform, CoCo
Wade elevates Exxpose Magazine with an all
new international presence in Jamaica and
London. The Exxpose network continues
to
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
embark upon endeavors and new beginnings!

While opening up about past circumstances which proved to be life changing, the mogul extends yet another popular Blairisms. “If
you ever find yourself begging someone to stay, you should be helping them pack.” Illustrating that many times we find ourselves
in a situation that is not making us stronger. It is generally unhealthy or unbeneficial to us, and yet we find ourselves holding on and
clinging to it or them. Expressively, Blairisms creator share his take on the joy and fulfillment he gets now. Describing a feeling that
whenever he leaves the planet—he will leave something behind. “The fact that people have begun to call this a movement.” “A
movement that is not only inspiring them to be better in their own lives, but also to pay it forward and pass it on to others.” According to Blair, the main Blairisms that is the foundation and the corner stone of the brand happens to be his own personal favorite.
“If you’re reading this remember...don’t forget to be your own inspiration.” Encouraging that the source of your greatest joy can be
found right in the mirror. Blair enlightens us that it is all about understanding one thing—this journey is ordained and that we must
all find the rhythm of the journey that is intended. We must have the courage to step into it.
Excited about the love and support the brand is attracting nationally, Blair showed up to the big easy during a recent visit home and
was overjoyed to have engaged in an interview conducted by New Orleans’ own LBJ (pictured above), who happened to make
mention of his preferred Blairisms shirt as well. In such a short span, approaching nearly one year—the Blairisms brand has been
endorsed by celebrities D.L. Hughley, Kenny Lattimore, En Vogue, Maysa, Monifah and countless others. Moreover, a collaboration
with comedian George Lopez is in the works.
The Blairisms are so addictive, which works well for managing partner Blair who exclaims that...the point is for everyone to go broke
buying them all. The Blairisms book is coming soon and will be available sometime this year. Meanwhile, many of the amazing
items that inspire and encourage are available in products such as t-shirts, crop tops, tanks, coffee mugs, desk and wall art, both
frames and posters as well as tote bags. The new fall collection consists of long sleeve shirts and hoodies. Be sure to visit
www.TheBlairisms.com for additional information and frequent updates related to purchasing new merchandise online.
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Exxpose Magazine is an entertainment and lifestyle publication with emphasis based on the profound exploration
of Music, Moguls, Models & Media. We have collectively established this publication as a dominant voice and a
networking outlet for industry advocates to land extraordinary relationships and countless opportunities.
Over the years, through many productions, endeavors and by contributing tons of public relations advice, Exxpose
Magazine and it’s affiliates has served as a vehicle to success for many legendary and thriving entertainers as well.
This issue of the publication highlights the phenomenal Blair Dottin-Haley and Blairisms. A renowned inspiration
to many, a political influencer to others and creator of a national leading brand on the fast track to success as we
know it. Equipped with a wealth of knowledge, a historical family legacy and undying motivation; Blair DottinHaley and the Blairisms brand is sweeping the nation while making quite an impression on those impacted by the
journey...the movement...the evolution...
Exxpose Magazine pays tribute to phenomenal legendary and thriving music artists, actors, models and moguls —
soaring to ensure that the entertainment industry explodes and far exceeds the nation’s expectations. Exxpose
Magazine subscribers and readers can expect cutting edge and surreal testimonials, real life stories as we highlight
feature moguls and universal events abroad. In this publication you will find inspirational experiences, a wealth of
knowledge, professional industry advice and industry updates.
In closing, we’d like to thank everyone for the continued support of Exxpose Magazine.
See you in the spot light!
Founder/Editor-in-Chief
Shantrell “CoCo” Wade
Exxpose Magazine sits down with Blair Dottin-Haley as the Blairisms creator expresses details about the journey, the motivation, the
brand... Growing up surrounded by leaders paving the way during the civil rights movement; Blair spent lots of time, even at the early
age of five years old, sitting in during countless city council and urban league meetings. When asked about what prompted his interests in politics, he explains, “it was in my nature and in my nurture.” Our nation, as it stands in this day and time—Blair feels that it is
his duty—to say the least; to carry out similar political responsibilities. His vision is to do something that will leave the world better off
than he found it.
Surreal truths evoke Blairisms deeming inspirations that lead to an enormous amounts of uplifting and outpouring both on and off of
social media. In many instances, advancing those impacted by the brand and it’s impeccable thought provoking themes such as the
lagniappe Blairisms; another favorite. In the words of Blair Dottin-Haley, “its almost surreal to hear it spoke of as my brand. It was an
organic development for what people know now as “The Blairisms.” Ultimately transpiring from a natural inclination of sharing what
he’s learned from others—has also helped him to get over the heels and through the woods. These things are what spawned the
brand. Exxpose Magazine’s CoCo Wade is enlightened by the approach that Blairisms is taking to inspire people dealing with everyday life circumstances. Describing Blairisms as occasional reminders for what we must do to uplift ourselves individually. These are
the unspoken truths, according to the magazine founder.
Blair speaks out about some of the most reflected Blairisms. One being, “Never allow yourself to be weak for someone who doesn’t
make you stronger.” Basically we must manage our vulnerability in relationships. In that same regard, all of the Blairisms have come
from conversations that were had with other people, and in some cases himself. Blair initially started by sharing on social media in an
approach he explains as sort of an “out-of-my-head and out-of-my-mouth” scenario. These were situations where he considered himself being helpful. Thereafter, capturing snap shots of the images and saying in quote…”I hope this helps someone.”
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#Blairisms

Blairisms creator, Blair Dottin-Haley is undeniably “A Son of the City...of New Orleans.” Both Blair and Brandon Dottin-Haley are
managing partners at the Dottin-Haley Group. Blair himself, destined to be a leader—born the first grandson of the late civil rights
activists Richard and Oretha Castle Haley; he is the proud first son of Michael and Robbin Haley. Empowered by a family enriched
with knowledge evolving prominently as early as one’s childhood. Blair elated in becoming a purple knight; having graduated from
St. Augustine moving onward to Howard University and before long, returning to New Orleans where he studied political science at
Xavier University. Upon graduating from Xavier, Blair participated in an Austin internship with the Texas house of representatives;
serving for the longest standing African American woman within the Texas legislature. This provided an incredible experience.
Blown away as to how much she reminded him of his grandmother; acknowledging that this phase in his life was ordained. Convinced that “God
ordered his steps,” following his internship, he returned to New Orleans where he worked briefly for a member of
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the Louisiana legislature. Inevitably, returning back to Austin to work for yet another member of the Texas legislatures. This was
enlightening for more reasons than one. A young Blair, moving full speed ahead in a direction he knew all too well, having been
reared in and born within ten to fifteen years of the civil rights movement; he remained confident with his new position in life.
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